CLINICAL STUDY

Upper airway obstruction in patients with endothoracic goiter enlargement: no relationship between flow-volume loops and radiological tests
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Abstract

Background: In about 16–85% of subjects with goiter, upper airway obstruction (UAO) is observed. This percentage is higher in patients affected by goiter with endothoracic enlargement. UAO is an indication for surgery. Visual analysis of flow-volume loops (FVL) are the best indicators for UAO, although various studies using clinical and radiological parameters have observed no correlation.

Objective: To evaluate the presence of UAO in patients with endothoracic goiter enlargement and the relationship between the FVL with the observed symptoms and the measurements obtained by computed tomography (CT).

Subjects: Subjects with endothoracic goiter enlargement participated in the study.

Design: i) Symptom questionnaire (dysphagia, dyspnea, cough, oppression, dysphonia, and worsened symptoms when prone); ii) analysis: TSH and free thyroxine; iii) cervical ultrasound; iv) cervical-thoracic CT (measurements of area and diameter in the area of maximum stenosis and at 2 cm from the carina); v) chest radiography and vi) forced spirometry: visual analysis of FVL morphology and the maximum forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1), forced expiratory flow at 50% vital capacity/forced inspiratory flow at 50% vital capacity and FEV1/peak expiratory flow parameters.

Results: Fifty subjects participated in the study: 11 men/39 women, median age 73.8 years (43.76–88.43). UAO was diagnosed in 13 cases (26%, confidence interval: 14.6–40.3%) and 27 subjects (54%) presented symptoms suggesting goiter compression. No clinical or radiological variables showed the presence of UAO.

Conclusions: The frequency of UAO in subjects affected by goiter with endothoracic enlargement was lower than that described for goiter patients, and there were no clinical or radiological indicators to establish its presence.
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Introduction

Upper airway obstruction (UAO) is one of the complications, which may appear in subjects with goiter. Prevalence according to existing studies ranges between 16 and 85% (1–5), and this wide range may be due to the differences in inclusion criteria of the population in question (6).

Clinical or functional signs of UAO in subjects with goiter are considered to be indications for surgical treatment, including in elderly patients (2, 3, 6); yet <50% of these patients present symptoms (2, 7), which suggests that clinical history seldom predicts the presence of UAO. Furthermore, the correlation between radiological indices and flow-volume loops (FVL) in subjects with UAO due to goiter enlargement is low (5, 8), and there also exists discrepancies between radiological test and clinical test correlations (9).

UAO is even more prevalent in patients with endothoracic goiter (5) and ranges between 2.3 and 30% mainly due to the variability of criteria used in its definition (9). Computed tomography (CT) is the most efficient test, due to its sensitivity, to diagnose these goiters (10, 11).

Given that the most probable treatment for patients with goiter and UAO is surgery, a step not without its risks, correct diagnosis is crucial. Forced spirometry is currently the simplest method available to establish the presence of UAO (2, 5). The evaluation of FVL obtained during maximum forced spirometry inspirations and
expiration by an expert is the most sensitive and specific test in determining UAO (5). Functional respiratory tests after surgery show an improvement in over 90% of all cases (3, 5). However, the degree of patient effort and the degree of cooperation added to observer experience are associated with errors in the interpretation of FVL.

The objectives of this study were to evaluate the frequency of UAO in patients with downward enlargement of the goiter as well as to weigh the relationship between the presence of UAO with the clinical and tracheal compression measurements calculated by CT.

Subjects and methods

In a prospective observational transversal study, patients with intrathoracic enlargement goiters attending the Endocrinology Department at Dos de Maig Hospital in Barcelona (2nd tier hospital) from January 2000 to December 2003 were included. All patients whose goiter exceeded the cervicothoracic isthmus and below the subclavian vessels in CT scans were included (12).

The study protocol consisted of the following parameters: i) a questionnaire: reason for consultation (accidental discovery through chest radiography or CT, full clinical history, and goiter study), length of evolution, and presence of clinical compressive symptoms (dyspnea, dysphagia, cough, oppression, dysphonia, and worsening of symptoms when lying prone); ii) analysis: measurement of TSH and free thyroxine (T4); iii) cervical ultrasound: type of goiter (diffuse, multinodular, and predominating node goiter); iv) line needle aspiration when nodules were present or with ultrasound criteria suspecting malignancy; v) CT: confirmation of the presence of endothoracic enlargement (12), presence of tracheal stenosis, and measurements of tracheal area and diameter at 2 cm from the carina and in the area of maximum stenosis. Afterward, the quotient between diameters of the carina and the stenosis was calculated, as well as the area between the two. Reasons for using the measurement at 2 cm from the carina as reference point are described in the article by Melissant et al. (8) which states that in the first place, there are no healthy control values due to wide intra-individual variables and their lack of correlation to anthropometric data. Secondly, there are slight differences in the levels of the trachea, and intra-individual variables between the transverse dimensions in these different levels are minor. The diameter of the trachea at 2 cm from the carina may be 10% greater than from the middle part, and this relationship is highly reproducible among the subjects; vi) anteroposterior chest X-ray, with an evaluation of the presence of deviation or tracheal stenosis; vii) forced spirometry: maximum inspiration and expiration maneuvers were carried out in a seated position and according to acceptable and reproducible ATS/ERS criteria (13).

The following parameters were obtained: maximum forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1), peak expiratory flow (PEF), forced expiratory flow at 50% vital capacity (FEF50), and forced inspiratory flow at 50% vital capacity (FIF50), and the FEF50/FIF50, FEV1/PEF coefficients were calculated.

The presence of UAO was defined when the visual analysis of the FVL loops showed a flattening in the inspiratory and/or expiratory phase of the loop. According to the ATS/ERS guidelines, UAO was classified as extrathoracic (flattening in the inspiratory limb of the FVL), intrathoracic (repeatable plateau of forced expiratory flow, along with the lack of a forced inspiratory plateau), and fixed (similar flattening of both the inspiratory and expiratory portions of the FVL) (14). In order to improve sensitivity and specificity of the test, the morphological analysis of the curves was performed independently by three expert pneumologists with no prior patient clinical information. Although the FVL visual analysis was used as a means of classifying patients as having UAO along the study, FEF50/FIF50 and FEV1/PEF indices were subsequently evaluated in the recognition of UAO. FEF50/FIF50 > 1.2, and FEV1/PEF > 8 were chosen as cutoff points (5, 15).

The presence of TSH and free T4 was determined by means of chemi-luminescence (normal values: TSH 0.35–5.5 mU/l and free T4 10.3–22.7 pmol/l).

A CT Lx/i HI Speed machine (GE, Milwaukee, WI, USA) was used for the cervicothoracic CT study through a 3 mm helicoidal neck study in the area of the hard palate to the subcarinal level, while the patient was in inspiration. The images were processed with multiplane reconstructions on an Advantage console with Ewindowa Software v.4.1. (GE).

The functional respiratory tests were performed on a Horizon Systems PFT spirometer (Sensor Medic Corporation, Yorba Linda, CA, USA) which was calibrated prior to the test with a 31 syringe. No filter was used during maneuvers, and a minimal of three curves were registered according to the ATS criteria. SEPAR predicted values (15) were used.

Statistical analysis

Percentages were used for the qualitative variables in the descriptive analysis, and average and typical deviation, the mean, and the minimum and maximum values were used for the quantitative variables.

Variable comparison among the different groups with or without UAO was analyzed by bivariantly applying χ² tests for the qualitative variables and Student’s t-tests for the quantitative variables. If the latter did not fulfill the assumptions of normality, Mann–Whitney U tests were performed. A significance of 5% was assumed in all the analyses. The statistical analysis was completed with the statistics package SPSS, version 18.0 (SPSS-Iberica, Madrid, Spain).
Results

Fifty subjects, 11 men and 39 women, median age 73.08 years (43.76–88.43), suffering from goiter with endothoracic enlargement, participated in the study. Reasons for initial clinical consultation included 3 cases with clinical compression symptoms, 7 detections during chest X-ray, 7 during CT scans, and 33 due to goiter. Forty-five subjects presented multinodular goiters, one presented uninnodular goiter, and four presented diffuse goiter. Thirty cases exhibited normal functioning thyroids, 13 exhibited hyperthyroidism, and 7 exhibited hypothyroidism. UAO was diagnosed in 13 cases (26%, IC 14.6–40.3%) and 27 subjects (54%) which suggested compression symptoms. Six patients had a medical history of chronic bronchitis, and only one of them presented UAO. The type of alteration detected on flow-volume curve according to ATS/ERS was as follows: 12 patients had extrathoracic, 0 had intrathoracic, and 1 had fixed (Fig. 1). Table 1 describes clinical characteristics, imaging test, and U/V curve results according to the presence or non-presence of UAO. No clinical or radiological variable was related to the presence of UAO. Analyses performed using the FEF50/FIF50 > 1.2 (15) and FEV1/PEF > 8 (5) cutoff points as an alternative UAO criteria to the FVL morphology did not provide any additional information (these results are not shown here).

Discussion

The frequency of UAO in subjects with endothoracic goiter enlargement in this study was 26%, a frequency somewhat lower than those described for patients with goiter in most of the studies (1–5). Given that the endothoracic goiter enlargement present in our subjects favors UAO, it is surprising that this percentage is so clearly lower than that described in patients with or without endothoracic goiter. Endothoracic enlargement favors the compression of mediastinal structures due to the restricted space affecting the growth of the thyroid between the sternum and the vertebra (5, 16). Lower percentages of UAO and the differences compared with other studies may be due to the possible smaller size of the goiters or possible lower percentage of penetration in the mediastinum. On the other hand, previous studies have not observed a relationship between the physical characteristics of the goiters, their size, or the percentage of retrosternal goiter (2, 16, 17).

The criteria chosen for the classification of UAO may also have contributed to a lower frequency of UAO in our study. When constructing the analysis of the FVL (the most sensitive and effective method for the detection of UAO), this option was chosen as the unique criterion, and to increase sensitivity and specificity, its evaluation was limited to the concordance of three expert pneumologists.

On the other hand, another more probable cause is the performance of the forced spirometry in the seated position. The presence of UAO has been described when respiratory function studies have been done in patients lying prone, and in the same patients, these tests are not conclusive in the upright position. Meysman et al. (18) attribute it to the fact that the change in posture results in the changes in the anatomical relationship between the goiter and the trachea, due to gravity (weight of the goiter results in a more markedly extrinsic compression in the prone position than when seated, and as a result, suggested the need to realize FVL in different prone postures in order to rule out UAO) (18).

Clinical compressive symptoms were detected in 54% of patients, results similar to a previous study (19) and lower than other studies (20), without observing the presence or non-presence of UAO, which coincides with previous results and confirms that clinical history plays little part in predicting UAO (2). The growth of a goiter is very slow and progressive, and this could explain partially why some patients with endothoracic goiters were poorly or even not symptomatic. Furthermore, tracheal cartilages ossify themselves in time and often become rigid and resist the goiter compression.

There were no differences found upon individual analysis of symptoms, although a higher tendency of dysphagia in the UAO group was present, given that dysphagia is its most frequent symptom. When we compared these results with prior studies, while a decreased frequency of dyspnea and dysphonia was observed, there was a greater presence of dysphagia (9). The presence of UAO could not be correlated with stenosis, tracheal deviation, or results of CT on tracheal compression, despite being evaluated with the visual analysis of FVL or using the ratio of cutoff points FEF50/FIF50 > 1.2 or FEV1/PEF > 8, described previously in the literature (5, 21). This is reinforced in

Figure 1 Morphology of the selected curves. (1) Curve with extrathoracic obstruction. (2) Curve with fixed obstruction.
the results of other studies (8, 22). Other authors have commented on the possibility that the differences are due to the fact that forced spirometry is a dynamic test normally carried out in seated or upright positions and values maximum parameters of inspiration and expiration, while the CT is a static test carried out in the prone position and in apnea after a non-maximum inspiration in which these tests could value different situations and probably they do not provide comparable information (8). On the other hand, conventional forced spirometry would not detect those cases in which UAO only manifests in prone positions; furthermore, CT carried out in inspiration could not observe the anatomical relationship which occurs in expiration situations and is one of the alterations produced in cases of endo thoracic obstruction. Nevertheless, Mélissant et al. (8) did not find any relationship between the FVL and tracheal measurements analyzed by CT carried out in expiration. These authors recommend evaluating other parameters such as air resistance, air conductance, and specific airways conductance which are more representative of functional worsening of unforced situations (a better reflection of daily life), although these tests require a body plethysmography and greater patient collaboration. New studies would probably be necessary to evaluate the measures of maximum inspiration and expiration CTs and to relate those results to those of spirometry performed seated and in different prone positions. The importance of finding some CT parameters which suggest the presence of UAO is because CT is a necessary test for diagnosing goiter with endo thoracic enlargement due to its elevated sensitivity (10, 11), also for informing about the relationship between the thyroid and the other structures, and providing increased information when planning surgical treatment. This could permit having to do only one diagnostic test, eliminating the need for spirometry, a test which requires a well-informed patient and his ability to do a maximum inspiratory/expiratory maneuver (23). Furthermore, concurrent respiratory pathology, as for example, chronic limitation of airflow, may impede the detection of UAO. Finally, it must be emphasized that this study also requires evaluation by an expert (5).

On the other hand, treatment of asymptomatic UAO subjects has been questioned (2), although studies show a postintervention improvement in FVL (2, 3, 5, 7, 24). A prospective study would be necessary to evaluate the evolution of the subjects suffering from asymptomatic goiter with endo thoracic enlargement and UAO in order to determine if the detection of UAO is an indication for surgery. In conclusion, UAO in subjects with endo thoracic enlargement in this study is less than previously described, and there are no clinical indicators to show its presence. There is not any relationship between radiological parameters and those obtained from forced spirometry. Currently, forced spirometry remains part of the evaluation process of all goiter patients with endo thoracic enlargement. In future, and based on new studies, the inclusion of more complex functional respiratory tests should be considered, or modification of

| Table 1 Description of subjects affected by goiter with endo thoracic enlargement according to presence or non-presence of UAO, evaluated by flow-volume loops. |
|---------------------------------|------------------|------------------|
| **UAO** | **Non-UAO** | **P** |
| Sex | 2M/11F | 9M/28F | NS |
| Age (means ± s.d.) | 72.2±8.35 years | 73.2±10.11 years | NS |
| Thyroid dysfunction | 7 Normal function | 23 Normal function | 0.07 |
| | 6 Hyperthyroidism | 7 Hyperthyroidism |  
| | 0 Hypothyroidism | 3 Hypothyroidism |  
| Type of goiter | 12 Multinodular | 33 Multinodular | NS |
| | 0 Uninodular | 1 Uninodular |  
| | 3 Diffuse | 3 Diffuse |  
| Compressive clinical symptoms | 7/13 (53.8%) | 20/37 (54%) | NS |
| | 6/13 (46.1%) | 7/37 (19.8%) | 0.063 |
| Dyspnea | 2/13 (15.4%) | 5/37 (13.5%) | NS |
| Dysphonia | 2/13 (15.4%) | 2/37 (5.4%) | NS |
| Cough | 1/12 (8.3%) | 6/35 (17.1%) | NS |
| Cervical pressure | 3/12 (25%) | 6/36 (17.1%) | NS |
| Symptoms in prone position | 3/12 (25%) | 4/36 (11.1%) | NS |
| Tracheal stenosis Rx thorax | 11/12 (91.6%) | 27/33 (81.8%) | NS |
| | 5/12 (41.6%) | 21/33 (63.6%) | NS |
| Tracheal stenosis CT | 8/12 (66.6%) | 20/35 (57.1%) | NS |
| Stenosis area/carina area | 0.79 (0.47–0.97) | 0.8 (0.31–1) | NS |
| Stenosis area/FIF50 ratio | 0.85 (0.33–1.23) | 0.86 (0.33–0.99) | NS |
| FEV1 | 1.67 (0.99–2.96) | 1.74 (0.75–4) | NS |
| FEV1/PEF ratio | 6.68 (0.6–14) | 6.5 (4.4–10.4) | NS |
| FEF50/FIF50 ratio | 1.4 (0.5–2.2) | 0.8 (0.2–4.17) | 0.003 |

UAO, upper airway obstruction; CT, computer tomography; Rx, simple radiology; FEV1, maximum forced expiratory volume in 1 s; PEF, peak expiratory flow; FEF50, forced expiratory flow at 50% vital capacity; FIF50, forced inspiratory flow at 50% vital capacity.
of the current procedures, as well as systematically including forced spirometry in seated and different prone positions. In any case, its role in the decision-making process of choosing surgical options in these patients should be reconsidered.
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